We are All So Good at Smiling by Amber McBride
When hospitalized for her clinical depression, Whimsy connects with a boy named Faery, who also suffers from the traumatic loss of a sibling, and together they work to unearth buried memories and battle the fantastical physical embodiment of their depression.

The Ghosts of Rose Hill by R.M. Romero
Sent to stay with her aunt in Prague and witness the humble life of an artist, Ilana Lopez—a biracial Jewish girl—finds herself torn between her dream of becoming a violinist and her immigrant parents’ desire for her to pursue a more stable career. When she discovers a forgotten Jewish cemetery behind her aunt’s cottage, she meets the ghost of a kindhearted boy named Benjamin, who died over a century ago.

Enter the Body by Joy McCullough
In the room beneath a theater stage, the ghosts of Juliet, Ophelia, Cordelia, and other teenage girls who died tragically in Shakespeare’s plays, share their experiences and trauma and get the chance to retell the stories of their lives in their own terms.

Aniana del Mar Jumps In by Jasminne Mendez
While running a con in 1934 Dominican American girl who must keep her love of swimming a secret from her mother, is diagnosed with Juvenile Arthritis, and is forced to reimagine the person she is to become.

The Most Dazzling Girl in Berlin by Kip Wilson
On her eighteenth birthday, Hilde leaves her orphanage in 1930s Berlin, and heads out into the world to discover her place in it. But finding a job is hard, at least until she stumbles into Café Lila, a vibrant cabaret full of expressive customers. Rosa, one of the club’s waitresses and performers, immediately takes Hilde under her wing. As the café denizens slowly embrace Hilde, and she embraces them in turn, she discovers her voice and her own blossoming feelings for Rosa.

Mascot by Charles Waters
Six eighth graders in Washington, DC, navigate through the conflict and division sparked by a school assignment focused on their town’s Native American mascot.

Miles Morales Suspended by Jason Reynolds
During Mile’s in-school suspension, he finds himself in a fierce battle with a classmate turned insidious termite who is determined to destroy books and the Black and Brown history they contain, and only Miles can stop him.

One Last Shot by Kip Wilson
Tells the story of Gerda Taro, a headstrong photojournalist with a passion for capturing the truth amid political turmoil and the first woman photojournalist killed in combat.
The Door of No Return by Kwame Alexander
From the Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award winning author Kwame Alexander, comes the first book in a searing, breathtaking trilogy that tells the story of a boy escaping slavers during the nineteenth century. This spellbinding novel will take you on an unforgettable adventure that will open your eyes and break your heart.

Iveliz Explains it All by Andrea Arango
Twelve-year-old Iveliz is trying to manage her mental health and advocate for the help and understanding she deserves, but in the meantime her new friend calls her crazy and her abuela Mimi dismisses the therapy and medicine Iveliz needs to feel like herself.

Wings in the Wild by Margarita Engle
When a hurricane exposes Soleida’s family's secret sculpture garden, the Cuban government arrests her artist parents, forcing her to escape alone to Central America where she meets Dariel, a Cuban American boy, and together they work to protect the environment and bring attention to the imprisoned artists in Cuba.

Spin by Rebecca Caprara
Sixteen-year-old Arachne turns to weaving for solace, but when word spreads of her skill she is confronted by the goddess Athena and the two enter a weaving contest that results in transformation and redemption.

Dear Medusa by Olivia Cole
Alicia Rivers has a reputation that precedes her. But there’s more to her story than the whispers that follow her throughout the hallways at school—whispers that splinter into a million different insults that really mean: a girl who has had sex. But what her classmates don’t know is that Alicia was sexually abused by a popular teacher.

Wolfpack by Amelia Brunskill
This shocking, suspenseful novel about a group of teenage girls living in a cult shows the terrifying paranoia and suspicion that emerges when one of them goes missing—perfect for fans of We Were Liars.

An Appetite for Miracles by Laekan Zea Kemp
With the help of her cousin and their friends, Danna scours the city, searching for her grandfather’s favorite foods and hoping the remembered flavors will bring back his memories.

African Town by Irene Latham
Chronicles the story of the last Africans brought illegally to the United States on the Clotilda in 1860.

Dear Mothman by Robin Gow
After the death of his best friend and the only other trans boy at school, Noah starts writing letters expressing his feelings to the humanoid creature Mothman and risks everything when he treks into the woods to prove Mothman’s existence.

Ode to My First Car by Robin Gow
Claire Kemp, a closeted bisexual who might be in love with her best friend, gets a summer job at a local nursing home where an eighty-eight-year-old lesbian helps Claire grow more confident in her identity.

Eb & Flow by Kelly J. Baptist
In this dual-POV novel in verse, Black seventh graders Ebony "Eb" Wilson and De’Kari “Flow” Flood contemplate the conflict that sees them both suspended from school. A ten-day suspension has tweens De’Kari and Ebony seeing the world with a fresh perspective.

Forever is Now by Mariama Lockington
When sixteen-year-old Sadie, a Black bisexual recluse, develops agoraphobia the summer before her junior year, she relies on her best friend, family, and therapist to overcome her fears.